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A. Technical specifications
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B. Installing and adjusting

1. Install the machine on the ground

2. Install boom (Fig.2)

3. Adjust the limit position
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The boom maybe upward sloping after 

become shorter. 

The quantity of Spring maybe need to 

decrease, refer to Appendix.

C. Quick release function (Fig.5)

D. Adjust the vertical and horizontal line of the Boom.

1. Boom need to be shorter
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Put up the boom vertical by hand.

The boom maybe downward sloping after 

become longer. 

The quantity of Spring maybe need to 

add, refer to Appendix.

① ②

①

2. Boom need to be longer
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① ②

①

and Fig6/Fig7/Fig8/Fig9

Put up the boom vertical by hand.
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E. Control Board Description

1. AC Motor

Power supply

Max. consumption

Accessories power supply

Environment temperature 

Frequency of remote control

Auto-close delay time

AC 220V 50Hz

6W

DC12V 5W MAX

-10℃～+60℃

433.92Mhz

1--99S (adjustable)

Technical data：

S1

LED1

S2

V1

F1

F2

J1

Vr1

T1

J4

J5

General diagram：
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Air switch

Fuse rating:5A



DIP Switches：

ON

OFF
1 2

ON: Auto-close is valid, the delay time is adjustable

         when rotating potentiometer.

OFF: Auto-close is cancelled.

ON: The red light is ON when running (For Alarm light).

         OFF: The red light is ON when close; the green light

          is on when opened (For Traffic lights).

Dip Switch

Learn LED

Learn Button

Receiver

10A Fuse ( for motor)

0.5A Fuse

Power terminal strip

Low voltage terminal strip

External terminal strip

Transformer

Potentiometer for auto-closing 
delay time

S1

LED1

S2

V1

F1

F2

J1  

J5

J4

T1

VR1

L1   COM     L2   LIGHT

J1

M

MOTOR

CAP
POWER AC220V

GREEN

RED

AC_NAC_L OL   V+     CL PT GND

J5

Open limit
(N.O)

Close limit
(N.O)

PHOTO

Terminals：
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Dip1:

Dip2:



OL   V+     CL PT GND

J5

PHOTO

12VDC

+
-

+
-
OUT
COM

Photo cell

Emission Receiver(N.C)

Safety Devices Connecting & Setting (3 Option)：

a．Phtocell (N.C.) (BS-IR30)

>When the gate is closing if the Inf-

  rared ray is shut off, the gate opens 

  instantly.

>When the gate is open, if the In-

  frared ray is shut off, the gate keeps 

  open status. 

Loop detector

OL   V+     CL PT GND

J5

PHOTO

  L    N
  220VAC

N.C
Loop

b．Loop Detector (N.C.) (BS-LD)

>When the gate is closing, if a car in

  the range of loop, the gate opens in-

  stantly..

>When the gate is open, if Car is in 

  the range of Loop, the gate keeps

  open status. 

Note: If Auto-closing function is valid, When a vehicle pass through the

           sensor range, the gate will close automatically after delay time, The

           delay time can be adjusted from 1--99 seconds.
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OL   V+     CL PT GND

J5

PHOTO

  L    N
  220VAC

N.O
Loop

Loop detector

c．Loop Detector (N.O.) (BS-LD)

>If a car is in  the range of sensor, the 

  gate is open.

>When a car left from the rang of 

  sensor, the gate closes instantly 

  DIP1 should off. 

External terminals：

J4

OPEN CLOSE COM  STOP  PUSH

Open button(N.O)

Close button(N.O)

Stop button(N.C)

Open/close  button(N.O)

>When a  CARD READER or a Push 

  Button is used, it must be connected 

  with OPEN and COM.

>"Push" is for single Button, works

  in "Step--by--Step" way. Press

  button to close in Open position,

  Press Button to open in Close 

  Position, Press Button to stop in

    Opening operation, Press Button

    to open in Closing operation.
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2.  DC Motor

M

BLX-A 

BLX-A 

12F629

PIC16F57

INPUR 220V

Red

General diagram：
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Air switch

Fuse rating:8A



"ON", Auto-close function is enabled.

"OFF", Auto-close function of is cancelled.

DIP switch:

If the DIP is  “ON” (auto-close enabled), the auto-

close delay time can be adjusted by this variable

resistor.

Adjust the force of opening boom by the 

variable resistor.

To add is clockwise, to reduce is counterclockwise.

To add is clockwise, to reduce is counterclockwise.

To add is clockwise, to reduce is counterclockwise.

Adjust the force of closing boom by the 

variable resistor.

Force of Open and Close:
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Safety Devices Connecting & Setting (4 Option)：

NC

Photocell input must 
be bridged if not used

>When the barrier is closing, if the 

  photocell ray is shut off ,the barrier 

  opens instantly.

>When the barrier is Open, the 

    barrier keeps OPEN status if  the 

    Photocell ray is shut off.

a. Photocell(N.C.)

L
O

O
P

>When the barrier is Closing, if a 

    car is in  the range of  sensor, the

   barrier opens instantly.

>When the barrier is Open, if a car

    is in  the range of sensor, the 

    barrier  keeps OPEN status.

   
  

L
O

O
P

  
D

E
T

E
C

T
O

R

AC220V IN

OUT

PHOTOCELL GND

N.C.

b. Loop Detector(N.C.)

c.Photocell(N.O.)

>When the barrier is Closing, if the 

  photocell ray is shut off ,the barrier 

  opens instantly.

>When the barrier is Closed, if the 

  photocell ray is shut off ,the barrier 

  opens instantly.

>When the barrier is Open, the 

    barrier keeps OPEN status if  the 

    Photocell ray is shut off.

NC

+12V-
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>When the barrier is Closing, if a 

    car is in the range of  sensor ,the

    barrier  opens instantly.

>When the barrier is Closed, if a 

    car is in the range of  sensor ,the

    barrier opens instantly.

>When the barrier is Open, the 

    barrier keeps OPEN status if  the 

    Photocell ray is shut off.

d.   Loop Detector(N.O.)

L
O

O
P

   
  

L
O

O
P

  
D

E
T

E
C

T
O

R

AC220V IN

OUT

Press"LEARN BUTTON" and hold on to make the "LEARN LED"light 

till go out. 

Now,all codes of transmitters which had been learnt are cleared. 

E. Setting transmitter code:

Press "LEARN BUTTON" once,the "LEARN LED" light, then, press  

the  button you choose on  transmitter  till  the "LEARN LED " flash  

and  go  out.

Now, the transmitter is coded, Other transmitters can be coded as this 

way.

F. Earsing transmitter codes:

G. standard installation layout
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H. Trouble Shooting

*No power supply
*Break fuse
*Motor is damaged

*Check power supply
*Change fuse
*Change the motor

*Position of limit switch 
  is not correct

*Limit switch is damaged

*Adjust position

*Change limit switch

*Distance of limit switch 
  is too large
*Limit switch is wrong
*Magnetic- steel’s position
  is wrong

*Adjust position of limit 
  switch
*Change limit switch
*Re-adjust the position

*Operating handle is 
  broken

*Worm gears are jammed

*Change the handle
*Rotate the pinion

*Whether “+MOTOR-”
   wires are connected 
   wrong

*Connect correctly 
  according to wiring 
  diagram

*Compression spring of 
  clutch is dead

*Change the spring7

Can open
but can not close

*Photocell  is not connected 
  properly

*Change a new device

*Photocell beam is block 
  off.

*Connect the photocell 
  properly

*Clear out obstacle

*Photocell is broken.
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motor dose not work

Push the "OPEN" button

but the gate close

Motor can work but boom

can not work



Table of spring quantity and size with Boom's length

I. Appendix
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